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Agenda

› Project objectives and approach

› Key findings

› Takeaways and discussion points
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Methodology

Custom online survey of 104 US digital media buying decision makers at advertising 

and / or marketing agencies

Types of marketing

› 100% - Digital media buying

› 40% - Direct marketing

› 38% - TV/print advertising

› 26% - Organic search (SEO)

› 26% - Database marketing

Annual digital ad spend (USD)

› 5% - $500K to less than $1M

› 41% - $1M to less than $10M

› 22% - $10M to less than $50M

› 17% - $50M to less than $100M

› 14% - $100M+

Title

› 40% - C-level executive

› 16% - Vice president

› 32% - Director

› 12% - Manager

Responsibility — digital 

media buying strategy

› 62% - Final decision maker

› 34% - Part of a team deciding

› 5% - Influence decisions

In 2018, Centro commissioned Forrester Consulting to explore how agencies are changing their digital media buying practices and the impact 

this change is having on the overall business. 

This study looks at one specific area of media buying innovation — converged media buying — where agencies seek to leverage the best of 

both media worlds by bringing together the planning, capabilities, operations, and measurement of programmatic and direct media buying 

teams into a single unit. 
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Innovation is an 
agency’s lifeblood

56% 34% 10%

Digital media buying 

innovation is critical

to my agency

Digital media buying 

innovation is very 

important to my agency

Digital media buying 

innovation is somewhat 

important to my agency

“How much of an emphasis does your agency place 

on digital media buying innovation to attract and 

serve your clients?”

Every agency in our study 

said that digital media buying 

innovation was at least 

somewhat important 

Base: 104 media buying strategy decision-makers at US advertising and or marketing agencies
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Centro
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Agencies’ 
innovation 
through 
converged media 
buying teams

Digital media buying 

innovation is somewhat 

important to my agency

Base: 104 media buying strategy decision-makers at US advertising and or marketing agencies
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Centro

A majority of firms have taken at least early steps to 

bring direct and programmatic together, but full 

convergence is a differentiator. 
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Cultural 
impediments 
are holding 
convergence 
efforts back

Base: 104 media buying strategy decision-makers at US advertising and or marketing agencies
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Centro

Agencies are more likely to struggle with 

process and cultural areas
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Agencies 
struggle with 
change 
management 
challenges 

Digital media buying 

innovation is somewhat 

important to my agency

Base: 104 media buying strategy decision-makers at US advertising and or marketing agencies
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Centro

A majority of firms have taken at least early steps to 

bring direct and programmatic together, but full 

convergence is a differentiator. 
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Convergence 
efforts expected 
to drive 
significant 
benefits

Base: 104 media buying strategy decision-makers at US advertising and or marketing agencies
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Centro
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Convergence 
efforts will 
require support

Digital media buying 

innovation is somewhat 

important to my agency

Base: 104 media buying strategy decision-makers at US advertising and or marketing agencies
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Centro

Agencies prefer technology partners that can help ease 

adoption, visibility across data and organizational silos.
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Agencies 
turning to 
internal and 
external talent 
to help with 
convergence

Base: 104 media buying strategy decision-makers at US advertising and or marketing agencies
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Centro

*45% of agencies say that 

media buying convergence 

will help them retain talent
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Future-Proof Your Business With Media Buying Convergence
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